
Why you should prefer portable fume Hood rather normal fume 

hoods?  

Fume hoods are compulsory part for most laboratories. Selecting the perfect one for your lab can be 

tough one, since there are many configurations and kinds available. 

If you work with lots, it’s essential that you introduce in a ventilation system to keep harmful fumes 

from the air. They prevent you from breathing in dust that can make home in the lungs or go the 

bloodstream. 

Fume hoods also work to prevent you from explosions and chemical reaction. The safety glass is 

made in such a way to save from shattering in the incident of an explosion, helping those in the area 

prevent from glass and chemicals when explosions take place. Most hoods also incudes of spill-

containment characteristics, which can be essential when working with unique hazardous materials. 

Portable Fume Hood 

Portable fume hoods are termed as recirculating range hoods. They are ductless, which defines that 

they work of a carbon filter system. 

These hoods are available in low-cost, simple to install, portable, and use very less energy. The 

installation method needs no ductwork or wall penetration. They’re generally smaller or on wheels, 

so you’re capable to take them to various areas of your lab. If energy-usage is essential, these are 

nature-friendly when differentiated to the energy using of full-sized fume hoods. 

Portable fume hoods are best if you when you use less chemicals. The chemicals also require being 

able to go through the carbon. 

The risky Technology Portable Fume Hood is simple too be used and delivers explained for 

eliminating toxic fumes from the laboratory. We get in different standard and custom sizes for 

specific applications. 

Energy is consumed- Since a portable/ductless fume hood only uses energy when it’s in use, it may 

save energy over a ducted fume hood, which often runs continuously. Ducted fume hoods also 

require pushing air shifting distances, which also take in energy. 

Easy to manage - A portable ductless fume hood is usually help to go fast after delivery. Workers 

initially use the apt filter, use it to the workstation and plug it in. Compare this with ducted fume 

hoods which need more complicated connections and may need license and permissions before 

working for the first time. Building developers may need training to assure proper maintenance and 

working of ducted fume hoods, while portable fume hoods are simple to be maintained by the lab 

workers. 

Should we purchase portable fume hood? 

A portable fume hood may be the perfect choice for your lab. Before approaching forward, you 

should discuss to an experienced fume delivery about your application. A fume hood can examine 

https://www.cleatech.com/product-category/fume-hoods/portable-fume-extractor/


your lab and work within your limit price to guide you makes the perfect decision to assure the 

safety of your lab executive. 

 


